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Preface

It is our great pleasure to announce the publication of this special section in JCST: “Self-Learning with Deep

Neural Networks”.

Self-learning is an important skill for human beings as they journey through education and beyond to advisors,

building independence and ability to progress without reliance on a teacher. Recently, as a crucial branch of artificial

intelligence, self-learning with deep neural networks sheds its light on diverse research directions, e.g., self-supervised

learning, self-distillation learning, self-attention learning, and adversarial learning. Also, excellent results have been

achieved in many application tasks in computer vision and natural language processing by leveraging these self-

learning approaches. Therefore, for better understanding and developing self-learning methods, it is desirable to

conduct in-depth research on self-learning with deep neural networks from both theoretical and applied perspectives.

This special section is launched and aims to seek high quality research work on self-learning with deep neural

networks. Each submission to this special section underwent a rigorous peer-review process overseen by the leading

and guest editors. At least two rounds of peer-review were carried out on each accepted paper. Finally, three

contributions were selected for publication in this special section out of 13 submissions. These contributions

show advanced technologies on self-learning with deep neural networks, including a comprehensive review of self-

supervised learning, improving the generalization performance of few-shot intent detection, and conducting music-

driven motion generation.

The paper “Connecting the Dots in Self-Supervised Learning: A Brief Survey for Beginners” provides a compre-

hensive review of the important work on self-supervised learning from various research fields, e.g., natural language

processing, computer vision, graph learning, audio processing and protein learning. The authors not only show

the underlying relations among different existing studies, but also provide insight on future research directions for

self-supervised learning. This review paper can help readers quickly get familiar with self-supervised learning and

have a high-level picture of the development in this research field.

The paper “Self-Supervised Task Augmentation for Few-Shot Intent Detection” focuses on improving the

generalization performance of few-shot intent detection. The authors propose a self-supervised task augmenta-

tion method under the meta-learning framework to address the potential overfitting problem due to insufficient

meta training tasks. Two auxiliary losses have been devised and are used to incorporate self-supervised learning

into meta-learning. The proposed method has yielded favorable results on multiple intent detection benchmark

datasets under the few-shot setting.

The paper “Self-Supervised Music Motion Synchronization Learning for Music-Driven Conducting Motion Gene-

ration” tackles the task of music-driven conducting motion generation with deep learning. The authors propose

a generative adversarial-network based model, which can automatically learn the temporal relationship between

music and motion, removing the need to rely on human-designed rules. Notably, the model can be trained in a self-

supervised manner with an adversarial loss and a synchronization loss. Experimental results show that plausible,

diverse, and music-synchronized conducting motion can be generated.

We would like to thank all authors for submitting their work to this special section and all reviewers for their

great efforts in offering constructive and timely reviews on each submission. We hope that readers will enjoy this

special section.
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